
Voyager Of The Future Race

Eloy

Citizens of the world, rejoice!!
As of today, a new chapter of mankind's history has begun.
We have solved nature's last mystery
It's ultimate secret and have finally found the key to eternal 
life.
Not only are you now all equal
You are also a privileged new generation
Chosen to live forever!!!!
Welcome to immortality!!!!
Behold our world
At last we're all equal
Life and death have now lost their meaning
Time's alive inside of our bodies
'Coz nature's secrets are unveiled so we cry out
Now we've found just what we're all about
So long ago we searched for an answer
Life and death are now just a status
Look around you'll see a celestial glow
There's a high reward to our days of strife
Now we've found eternal golden life
Deep in your soul you'll feel
Doubts setting in
A cry that fills your veins with fear is burning inside
A craving so strong, oh so strong for the real breath of life
I feel my heart beat
The icy hand of wind
Brushing my skin in the night
I'm imprisoned inside
A future predestined so far
Takes control of my life
Voyager of the future race
You drew the shorter straw
Chaos reigns all emotions all around
Panic sweeps the mind
And silence rebounds
Bouncing back from afar
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
The nights are cold and long when you're lonely
Wake up your mind right now or your wasted
Times goes by so fast at a steady pace
So desillusioned for the price we pay is high
Don't look down or you might fall
So be deaf to nature's call
Don't think twice and let your mind fly by
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